
Level Base Rate* Fee Per User Profile Description
1 27.00$         16.00$                          Sole Practitioner/Legal Aid/Legal Non-Profit/Sole Legal Investigators*
2 54.00$         16.00$                          Small Law Firm (2-10) / Media / Legal Investigator Firm (2 or more PIs)*
3 108.00$       16.00$                          Med Law Firm (11-50)
4 216.00$       16.00$                          Large Law Firm (51+)
5 33.00$         16.00$                          General Access (no documents)
6 108.00$       16.00$                          General Access with Docs
7 216.00$       16.00$                          Background** / Title Companies
8 1,620.00$    -$                              Data Reseller***, up to 3 profiles. $270 each additional

9 2,195.00$    -$                              Data Reseller*** with Bulk Data****, up to 3 profiles. $270 each additional

160.00$                        Non-refundable Set Up Fee
27.00$                          Daily Reports (Judgment Index Reports, New Case Index)

70.00$                          Account Reactivation Fee
35.00$                          NSF Fee

1,200.00$                    Bulk Data Administrative Fee (set up fee)
575.00$                        Monthly Bulk Data Fee

**** Bulk Data requires a separate application, agreement, and set up fee.

**“Background company” means a person or entity who accesses or uses the OJCIN system for the purpose of obtaining OJD 
data to provide criminal record checks, pre-employment screenings, tenant applicant screenings, identity verification, or credit 
history exclusively to end users, and who does not meet the definition of data reseller.

*“Legal investigator” means a person or entity whose primary business is litigation support under the supervision or direction 
of an active Oregon State Bar member and who does not meet the definition of a background company or a data reseller, and 
who also does not qualify for a fee waiver.
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***"Data Reseller" means a subscriber who accesses or uses the OJCIN system for purposes of obtaining OJD data to provide all 
or part of the OJD data: (i) to third parties as part of its business as a Data Broker (defined below); (ii) for inclusion in a database 
that is accessible by third parties; or (iii) to third parties who are not the End Users (defined below) of the data. "Data Broker" 
means an individual or entity, other than a title company, whose business is collecting and aggregating personal information 
and data on individuals and entities, then reselling or licensing such collected or aggregated information and data to third 
parties. "End User" means the ultimate consumer of the data, who uses the data solely for their own internal purposes and 
who does not further redistribute the data.
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